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Lot 19
EXTENSIVE MEISSEN 'DEUTSCHE BLUMEN'
PORCELAIN PART DINNER, TEA AND COFFEE SERVICE
20TH CENTURY
painted with flower sprigs and insects within osier-moulded
borders, blue crossed swords marks, comprising five platters,
of various sizes, 42cm-23cm long; two sauce boats, 25cm
long; a pair of shallow circular dishes, 25cm diam.; a fish
platter, 54.5cm long; 82 dinner plates, 24.5cm diam.; 33
dessert plates, 20cm diam.; 20 soup plates, 23cm diam.; 25
bread/side plates, 15cm diam.; 14 mocha cups, 5cm high; 14
matching saucers, 10.5cm diam.; 11 tea cups, 5.5cm high; 11
matching saucers, 15.5cm diam.; a small covered sugar bowl,
9cm high; together with a PAIR OF BERLIN PORCELAIN
TUREENS AND COVERS, blue sceptre marks, 31.5 cm wide,
26 high; THIRTEEN MEISSEN CHOCOLATE CUPS AND
SAUCERS, blue crossed swords marks, cups, 6cm high,
saucers, 13cm diam.; and NINE MEISSEN MOCHA CUPS
AND SAUCERS, decorated with fruit, blue crossed swords
marks, cups 3.5cm high; saucers, 10.5cm diam. (qty)
Provenance: Private Collection from an Ambassador's
Residence
Condition Report
PLEASE NOTE the amendment to this lot, the tureens and
covers are Berlin porcelain, not Meissen, with blue sceptre
marks; we now believe all pieces to be 20th century Please
note that general condition reports are provided for large
group lots Attractive service, decoration is good, some mild
rubbing to gilt rims but overall bright, fresh and in good order
overall, with the exception of a few small condition issues as
listed below Some pieces are likely to have been bought and
added separately One sauce boat with a small cracking and
resulting chipping to lower section of one handle, and some
small shallow chips to foot rim Fish platter with some very
minor nibbles to foot rim Dinner plates: 2x chips to foot rims;
1x with several chips to foot rim; 2x with what looks to be a
small rim repairs, with some filler ; 1x with short hairline at rim
into ozier border; 1x dinner plate appears ever-so-slightly
smaller than the others Soup plates: 2x with some nicks to
foot rim; 1x with several chips to foot rim Dessert plates:
These may be better described as lunch plates 1x with two
chips to foot rim; 1x with a chip to foot rim Bread/side plates:
1x with a chip to foot rim; 2x with nicks to foot rims Tureens &
covers: Both tureens with small losses to an applied flower
petals here and there Tip of beak to one bird on cover (figure
with blue drapes) is lacking, possibly a manufacturing fault;
similar situation with figure's toes on right foot 1x tureen with
some shallow chips to foot rim 14x mocha cups and saucers:
some decorated with flower sprigs only, including some with
cancelled marks; 1x saucer with a nick to foot rim; 1x saucer
with a shallow chip to foot rim; 1x saucer with a chip to rim
and resulting hairline 11x tea cups and saucers: 1x saucer
with small shallow chip to foot rim; cups with some minor
nicks to foot rims, here and there, 1x with a shallow chip to
foot rim 9x mocha cups and saucers: with cancelled marks;
one saucer with a shallow chip to foot rim 13x chocolate cups
and saucers: 3x cup with small chips to rims; 2x cups with

nicks to foot rims; one saucer with some grazing to one point;
3x saucers with chips to rims Sugar bowl with only very minor
nicks to rose bud finial
Condition Disclaimer:
Under the Conditions of Sale applicable to the sale of the lot
(please see the catalogue or www.lyonandturnbull.com for
our conditions of sale), buyers must satisfy themselves as to
each and every aspect of the quality of the lot, including
(without limitation) its authorship, attribution, condition,
provenance, authenticity, age, suitability and origin. Lots are
sold on an 'as is' basis but the actual condition of the lot may
not be as good as indicated by its outward appearance. In
particular parts may have been replaced or renewed and lots
may not be authentic or of satisfactory quality. Any statement
in relation to the lot is merely an expression of opinion of the
seller or Lyon & Turnbull and should not be relied upon as an
inducement to bid on the lot. Lots are available for inspection
prior to the sale and you are strongly advised to examine any
lot in which you are interested prior to the sale. Our condition
report has not been prepared by a professional conservator,
restorer or engineer.

